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WARM & BUSY HOLIDAYS

It’s the season to be joyful and m
erry  

but it’s too cold to go outside! W
hat fun things can you do indoors?

This jum
bo notebook features 40 holiday-them

ed challenges  
to w

arm
 up your heart and your brain! The activities include puzzles, 

riddles coloring, and m
uch m

ore. Just grab som
e m

arkers and 
crayons, m

ake yourself com
fy, and let  

the big brain w
arm

-up begin!
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ДЛЯ ЮНОГО ГЕНИЯ 



Find 5 differences between the pictures.





Draw a line to connect the matching pairs.





Trace and color 
the skier.





Draw a line from the animal to its home.  
Then, draw a line from the home to the animal ’s favorite food.





Find the matching pajama pockets!





Welcome to the Nor th Pole! Draw all 
the things you might see here.





Count all the snowballs and write the answer in the box. Who has the most?





Draw tails 
on the animals.





How many pieces  
of candy are in the 

bag? Write the answer 
in the circle.





Draw some things the squirrel 
nestled away for the winter.





Find the letters 
hidden in the 

picture.  
What do 

they spell?





Draw a snow for t.





Find the snowman’s matching shadow.





Count the objects and compare them. Which group has more? 
Which group has less? Which two are equal? 





Fill in the blanks.





Help the hockey player score a goal.





Draw a line from the professional to the matching bag of tools.





Find the boy’s shadow and circle it.





Meet Bigfoot! Draw a picture of him.





Can you guess which animals these shadows belong to?





Christmas Colors! 
Decorate the Christmas tree with festive colors.





Use bright colors to complete the picture.





Help the children 
find their way home.





Who will you invite on a ride? 
Draw them in the windows of the train cars.





Find the one that doesn’t belong in each row.





Help the car find the shor test route home.





Look at all of these treats! 
Solve the equations.





Turn these bubbles into silly snow monsters.





Merry music! Count and color the musical notes.





Draw your favorite festive outfit!





Use the key to solve the puzzle!

C =  A =  N= 

Y =  D =  E = 





Help the bunny 
hop to the other 

side of the stream. 
He can only jump on 

circle-shaped ice!





Winter Sweet Treats! Fill in the missing letters.

H _ T C H _ C _ L _ T _

P _ P P _ R M _ N T

C _ _ K _ _ S

M _ R S H M _ L L _ W S

G _ N G _ R B R _ _ D





Write a letter to Santa! Tell him 
what you would like for Christmas.





Draw a line to the missing pieces of the puzzle.





What colors will you use for each season?

spring
summer

fall
winter





Look at these animal 
prints! Can you guess which 

animals made them?





How many children are dancing around the 
Christmas tree? Write your answer in the circle.





Bunnies are playing in the 
snow. Can you find them?





Unscramble the letters to form a holiday word! 
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